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Private Investigator in London announce Vehicle tracking services in light of
insurance companies Little Black Box technology

The Private Investigator service responds to a recent article published in BBC News Magazine
relating to telematics technology by announcing Vehicle Tracking services.

(PRWEB UK) 11 November 2012 -- Some insurance companies are introducing a new technical device they
refer to as the black box. That is a motion sensor kept on the dash board that will pick up data such as,
acceleration, braking and speed data which can be read by the driver and the insurance company.

Insurance underwriters have already made significant concessions to good drivers and have made additional
premiums and even cancelled the policy of drivers deemed to show unacceptable driving.

The investigators at Private Investigator in London are often asked about their Vehicle Tracking Services. Some
enquiries are regarding monitoring young drivers and their driving abilities while other requests come from
companies who have large fleets of vehicles that employees drive and would like to monitor.

The GPS tracking device uses similar technologies to the little black box which can be monitored in real time
from a PC or Laptop computer.

A spokesperson from The Private Investigator said:
“A vehicle tracker is the perfect solution if, as parents or a business owner, you are worried about the driving
practices of your child or employee”.
The Private Investigator has a pool of skilled and highly trained private detectives and private investigators in
the UK and abroad. This nationwide company includes their long associated business partners UK Private
Detective who can supply Vehicle Tracking and investigation services nationwide.

http://www.prweb.com
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Contact Information
Ashlea Peters
Private Detective Leeds
0113 335 0136

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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